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Limit your claim exposure 

JMD Ross advises clients to include clauses to limit financial exposure to claims in their 

professional services contracts (PSCs). 

The clauses, often called financial caps on liability, are important because, without a cap, 

liability will almost certainly be unlimited and have the potential to exceed professional 

indemnity (PI) insurance levels. 

Financial cap clauses should not be confused with provisions in PSCs that request a 

certain level of PI insurance is maintained. Those provisions simply state that you need to 

maintain a specified level of PI cover, but do not cap your exposure to a claim. 

A cap can be provided only by negotiating it specifically as part of a PSC between a 

consultant and its clients. 

To aid negotiations when seeking to include financial caps within PSCs, it is worth noting 

cap clauses are found in various industry standard contracts, including AS4122-2010. A 

suggested wording is:  

“Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this agreement, the liability of 

[insert firm name] under or in connection with this agreement, whether in contract or in 

tort, in negligence, for breach of statutory duty or otherwise (other than for personal injury 

or death), shall not exceed [insert preferred $ financial cap figure].” 

It has become increasingly common for JMD Ross clients to be presented with financial 

cap clauses that contain various carve outs, that is, subject matter to which the cap will 

not apply. 

While that may not always be an issue, we suggest all carve outs are reviewed by JMD 

Ross to help clients decide whether to accept them. In some cases, carve outs are so 

wide the financial cap has no or little benefit. 

JMD Ross continues to highlight the intended benefits of cap clauses for clients, primarily 

as they are perhaps the best contractual means of protecting firms’ financial assets, 

alongside PI policies.  

Cases such as Lane Cove Council v Michael Davies & Associates Pty Ltd & Ors NSWSC 

727 remind us of the benefits of using cap clauses. In the 2012 case, an architect’s 

contractual terms enabled liability for a claim to be restricted to $300,000. 

The decision reinforced a 2009 case, Owners Strata Plan 62930 v Kell & Rigby Pty Ltd 

NSWSC 1342, where the liability of an engineering firm, George Floth & Associates Pty 

Ltd, was restricted to $5 million and the court found a claim could not be brought two 

years post completion of the firm’s services. Both terms were agreed in the initial PSC 

and successfully used as defences. 

JMD Ross’s advice is to seek to include financial cap clauses in retainers wherever 

possible. JMD Ross can assist by reviewing your contract documents.   
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